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Tevatron in Run II

36 bunches (396 ns crossing time)

electron cooling this summer      40% increase in luminosity



CDF in Run II



New in 2005 (during fall 2004 shutdown)

 New scintillator-
based central
preradiator



D0 in Run II



Tevatron Performance

Shutdown: most blessed analyses based
 on ~400 pb-1 before shutdown

 Theme of this year’s
Les Houches
workshop
◆ “From 800 pb-1 at the

Tevatron to 30 fb-1 at
the LHC”

 …is accurate, at least
for the first part



Tevatron Performance

 Tevatron,  CDF and D0
all peforming well

Logbook entry from last Friday:
Store 4118 started at 0951 hours, initial
luminosity = 130e30 (stack=143e10, 
stash=124e10) -- a record

18.5 pb-1 to CDF last week

CDF



Reminder: ultimate goals

ultimately 4-9 fb-1



W/Z Physics



W/Z cross sections at the Tevatron

•good agreement with NNLO predictions
•error dominated by luminosity error (6%)
•2% systematics (pdf’s (acceptance), efficiency) without L error



W cross section as luminosity monitor

…TeV4LHC project



Validity of NLO DGLAP at Tevatron and LHC

 Is there a tension between HERA
and Tevatron data requiring
NNLO DGLAP to resolve?
◆ MRST study: hep-

ph/0308087
◆ W cross section at LHC drops

20% when data below x=.005
are removed from fit

◆ implications for use of W σ as
luminosity benchmark

 Recent CTEQ study indicates as
more severe cuts are made in x
and Q2 in global analysis,
uncertainty on W cross section at
the LHC increases but central
value remains relatively constant
◆ hep-ph/0502080
◆ accepted by JHEP

intermediate
cuts

strong
cuts

20%



W/Z cross sections



CDF: R(W/Z) and Γ



D0: Direct measurement of ΓW



W charge asymmetry



CDF W asymmetry

error pdf’s that have largest impact
 on W mass uncertainty also 
cause large deviations at high η 
probe u and d valence dists

high ET cut on electron provides more 
sensitivity to longitudinal boosts 



D0: diboson final states



CDF Diphotons in Run II

• small qT, large Δφ: effects
of gluon resummation
evident

• large qT, small Δφ: NLO
fragmentation important

no gg

nlo gg



CDF Jet Energy Scale: New

Run II 2004

Run I

Fractional Systematic Uncertainty vs PT

Central η region

~factor of 2
decrease!Run II 2005

many person-
years 

have to correct calorimeter energy
depositions for detetector, algorithm and 
physics effects to obtain “true” jet
energy



Inclusive Jet Production

 Nowhere is the
increase in center-of-
mass energy more
appreciated



Jet algorithms
 Run II analyses in CDF use

both cone and kT jet algorithm
◆ CDF has used both JetClu

(Run I) and midpoint (Run II)
cone algorithms

 subtle issues regarding use of
cone algorithms at hadron
colliders
◆ see hep-ph/0111434, S. Ellis,

J. Huston, M. Tonnesmann,
On Building Better Cone Jet
Algorithms

◆ under study in both Tevatron
and LHC experiments as part
of TeV4LHC workshop (and
Les Houches)

any cone centered
here is attracted
towards nearby large
 cluster of energy

midpoint
improves
perturbative
behavior



CDF: old cone results

…working on blessing midpoint results (corrected to parton level) with ~380 pb-1



D0: central jet cross section (cone)



D0 study: Zbenek Hubacek



D0 study

 After first iteration of jet-
finding algorithm, remove
found-jet towers and re-
run jet clustering
algorithm

…but if unclustered energy is added to
first pass jets (as is done for the modified
CDF midpoint algorithm), contribution is
not negligible
•NLO theory is agnostic on this point
•MC@NLO (with inclusive jet
production) is not



CDF: kT jet cross section results

kT algorithm
seems to
work well
at a hadron
collider

underlying +
hadronization
correction



Interesting event to study algorithm differences

…project
in TeV4LHC
to examine
what different
experimental 
algorithms 
(CDF, D0, ATLAS
CMS)
do with 
interesting
events



QCD = SM

This is a subject I would like to understand more of during
Les Houches. 

real W’s and Z’s as part of high pT

jets?



Importance of underlying event

 Have to subtract underlying
event from hard scatter in
order to compare jet cross
sections to parton-level
calculations

ΣpT in max  region
increases as jet ET
increases
ΣpT in min region stays
flat, at level similar to
min bias

need inclusive jet production in
MCatNLO->a TeV4LHC/Les
Houches project

how 
similar 
are 
these 
two?

…a Tev4LHC project



CDF:Jet Fragmentation



Jet Fragmentation



CDF: B-hadron production



CDF: b-jet production

use displaced tracks inside jet to tag heavy flavor; use secondary vertex mass
to extract b fraction. 



CDF: W+bb/W+j/jj

 Use secondary
vertex mass to tag
heavy flavor



MCFM prediction for Wbb/Wjj

J. Campbell and J. Huston, hep-ph/0405276 [PRD70 094021 (2004)]



Understanding ‘Not-Top’

Steve Mrenna:

A lot of work underway at CDF and in TeV4LHC on ‘Not-Top’.



D0: W/Zbb



Not-Top: Higgs searches



CDF: Z->bb

Julien Domini at TeV4LHC meeting



Higgs searches



D0: Z + n jets

Avto Kharchilava: talk at TeV4LHC



D0: Z +b

Avto Kharchilava: talk at TeV4LHC



Top spin
polarization

Production Cross
Section
Resonance
production ?
Production
kinematics
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Top Physics

 At Tevatron, top quarks are
produced mostly by qq
◆ nb: if use Monte Carlos with LO

pdf’s, only 5% of production
comes from gg

€ 

σ( p p→ tt @Mtop =178GeV ) ≈ 6.1 pb

Wealth of physics possible with 
top quark analyses

◆both SM and probes of BSM



Event signatures



D0: top cross section results



CDF: Cross section results

 Variety of analyses
◆ counting experiments
◆ kinematic fits/neural

networks
◆ w/wo b-tagging (silicon

available for most of data)

 All results consistent with
each other, with D0 and with
theory prediction



Top Mass

 Results as of 2004

mH = 114       GeV/c2+65
-45

goal with 2fb-1: δMtop = 2-3 GeV



Run 2 template method

 Lepton + jets final state

◆ ET>15 GeV (8 GeV on 4th
jet), |η|<2.0

◆ 318 pb-1 data sample
 χ2 mass fitter

◆ find top mass that fits event
best with 2 constraints (W
mass, top mass)

 Likelihood fit

◆ best  signal + background
templates to fit data with
constraint on background
normalization

1-D template fit
(+/- 3.4 GeV syst)



Top Mass Results

 World’s best top
mass measurement
has been made in the
lepton + jets channel
at CDF
◆ world average will

drop slightly as will
predictions for Higgs
mass

 Systematics due to
jet energy scale and
background shape to
improve further

2-D
template
   fit



D0: single top search



D0: single top results



Supersymmetry

 Wide range of signatures
◆ look for SUSY-specific

signatures or excess in
SM ones

◆ RP: large missing ET from
LSP’s

◆ isolated leptons

◆ diphotons

◆ multijets

very small cross sections

detector response has to be 
well-understood; detectors
have to be highly efficient



Example: chargino and neutralino in 3l + ET



D0: mSUGRA trileptons combined result



CDF: Bs mixing



Impact on world average sensitivity

 Combined scan results
◆ 7.9 ps-1 95% CL limit

◆ sensitivity: 8.4 ps-1

◆ additional improvements
could reduce statistical
error by up to a factor of 2
with the same dataset

 Effect on world average:
◆ limit: 14.5->14.5 ps-1

◆ sensitivity: 18.2->18.6 ps-1



D0: rare decays



Summary

 Tevatron, CDF and
D0 all working well

 ~800 pb-1 down and
> 8 fb-1 to go
◆ 2 fb-1 by 2006

◆ 4 fb-1 by 2007

◆ 8 fb-1 by 2008



Advertisement

SM benchmarks for the first year(s) of the LHC See www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/
 Les_Houches_2005/

    * expected cross sections for useful processes  Les_Houches_SM.html 
          + inclusive jet production

                + W/Z rapidity distributions
                + W/Z+jets
                + top pairs
          o what are the uncertainties? what are the limitations of the
            theoretical predictions?
          o to what extent are the predictions validated by current data?
          o what measurements could be made at the Tevatron and HERA
            before then to add further information?
PDF Uncertainties
    * now/after HERAII + Tevatron Run II/after 1 year of LHC running
    * differences between CTEQ and MRST predictions/uncertainties
    * reliability of NLO QCD/progress towards NNLO

Many of these issues are also in common with the TeV4LHC
workshop. See www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/tev4lhc/wg.htm .
First meeting Tuesday May 4 14:00-18:00 Auditorium
Discovering the SM at the LHC   J. Huston
Higgs production at the LHC   M. Grazzini
Final state predictions for the LHC S. Ferrag
…



Websites and future meetings

 TeV4LHC: 
conferences.fnal.gov/tev4lhc/

 QCD
◆ www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/

tev4lhc/wg.htm
◆ see also

www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/
tevqcdwg/wg.htm

 TopEW
◆ www.hep.anl.gov/tait/tev4l

hc/topew.html

 Higgs
◆ www-

clued0.fnal.gov/~iashvili/T
eV4LHC_higgs/higgs.html

 Landscape

 Final meeting at
Fermilab in the fall of
2005



You’re all wondering, How can I enlist?

 Four listserver mailing groups have
been set up:

tev4lhc-qcd
tev4lhc-higgs
tev4lhc-topew
tev4lhc-landscape

 If you would like to subscribe to the
working groups, here are the
instructions:
◆ To subscribe to a mailing list

called MYLIST
1. Send an e-mail message to
listserv@fnal.gov
2. Leave the subject line blank
3. Type "SUBSCRIBE MYLIST
FIRSTNAME LASTNAME"
(without the quotation marks) in
the body of your message.



SM Physics

Before we publish new physics at the LHC, we need to understand SM
 physics. A lot of prior knowledge can come from the Tevatron.

Ian Hinchliffe from Brookhaven meeting



Physics group goals
 QCD sub-groups

◆ pdf’s and event classification
▲ extraction of pdf’s purely at

high-momentum transfers
▲ establishment of jet contracts

between experiments and
theorists

▲ subtleties and practicalities
of jet algorithms

◆ hard scattering and
hadronization

▲ testing of matrix element-
parton showering matching

▲ underlying event tunes and
model development

▲ tests of hadronization and
tunes/universality of tunes

◆ diffraction

 Top and Electroweak
◆ top production and

decay
◆ analysis techniques
◆ improved tagging

strategies
great deal of overlap
…and that’s why much  of our  time
is always spent in joint meetings



Jet Projects
1.  inclusion of jet production in

MC@NLO        
Steve Ellis,Bill Kilgore, Stefano Frixione,
Joey Huston
work will begin in earnest at Les Houches.

2. Practicing safe  exclusive (jet) final
states (jet vetos)
Steve Ellis

3.  jet algorithms at the Tevatron and
LHC     
-impact of splitting/merging;       
understanding the effects of
splitting/merging at the parton and
hadron level        
-impact on boosted systems, e.g. W-
>jj in high pT top     
-understanding differences observed
in jet  reconstruction between CDF
and D0 environments             
      

-reconstruct sample of MC  events that
produce problems in the CDF
environment using D0 and LHC
algorithms

From website
 A stand-alone CDF Fortran/C++

jet clustering routine is available
here.

 Some descriptive text from
Matthias Tonnesmann is available
here.

 The Monte Carlo events that
resulted in ”dark towers" or ”fat
jets" in the CDF clustering are
available here (along with some
descriptive text from Matthias).
Michael Begel, Frank Chlebana, Steve Ellis, Joey
Huston, Alison Lister, Matthias
Tonnesmann,Markus Wobisch, Marek Zielinski



Jet Projects

4.   UE subtraction
-definition of UE + uncertainty for

comparisons of data to NLO
-impact of ISR on jets and jet

predictions     
->is there an ISR contribution
not accounted for by NLO?

-operation in high multiple
interaction environment        
Rick Field, Joey Huston, Peter
Skands

R. Field, TeV4LHC WG meeting in
December



PDF projects

1. benchmarks for NLO/NNLO fits
(W/Z at Tevatron and LHC)
Dimitri BourilkovJoey Huston, Pavel
Nadolsky

2. validity of NLO DGLAP
formalism
Joey Huston, Pavel Nadolsky

3. pdf uncertainties
     -universal delta_chisquare   

-pdf weighting; impact of uncertainty
of Sudakov FF's       
-mis-match between PS pdf
evolution and DGLAP?
-embedding LHAPDF into programs

     Stefan Gieseke, Joey Huston, Pavel
Nadolsky, Dimitri Bourilkov, Peter
Skands

4. inclusion of Tevatron data in
global fits        
 "back-of-the-envelope"
studies           
-W+c           
-γ +b/c           
-Z+b        
Frank Chlebana, Mario
Campanelli, Joey Huston, Pavel
Nadolsky

6.   heavy flavor pdf's and their
uncertainties        
Pavel Nadolsky



ME/MC projects
1. W + jets comparisons at the

Tevatron->predictions for the
LHC    
-NLO->MCFM        
-CKKW           

-Mrenna-Richardson        
-Sherpa        

-backgrounds to WW->H, the
"Zeppenfeld plots"            
Michael Begel,John Campbell, Ben
Cooper, Joey Huston, Rachid Mazini,
Steve Mrenna, Dave Waters, Dieter
Zeppenfeld, Marek Zielinski

2.   parton shower/resummation     
-predictions for tt, Higgs           
-impact of new parton shower
algorithms        
 Joey Huston, Steve Mrenna, Peter
Skands, Torbjorn Sjostrand

need to control size of unwelcome logs

when interfacing ME and PS

mlm and CKKW approaches for

controlling logs both in use at Tevatron



UE/hadronization topics

 1.  UE tunes for Tevatron

->predictions for LHC           
-understanding color connections and
their apparent promiscuity        
-Pythia 6.3

-Jimmy        
Rick Field, Peter Skands

2.  hadronization corrections for NLO
processes

3.   ISR/UE corrections->subtractions for
NLO        
Rick Field, Joey Huston

4.   understanding high interaction
multiplicity environment

 To first order, hadronization
corrections are a constant and
of order of 1 GeV/c for
reasonably high ET for a cone
of 0.7 using Herwig
◆ should be checked for

other cone  sizes, and with
other Monte Carlos, i.e.
Pythia

◆ should be checked for
lower values of ET

◆ and we  should  make a
more detailed comparison
of parton level  jet shape
to that from Monte Carlo,
data


